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That moment when you forget you’re volunteering to change lives because it’s changing yours.
Expanding the reach of RMHC Eastern Wisconsin was the focus for 2017 and we are proud of our accomplishments. We provided 2,620 family stays during the year, and although the House was very busy and nearly full each night, we did not have to turn even one family away! We successfully launched our Happy Wheels Hospitality Cart program in May and since then have provided over 1,400 touches of RMHC hospitality to families at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin. Partnering with Columbia St. Mary’s Foundation and the Miles of Smiles Mobile Dental Clinic allowed RMHC to help address the urgent dental needs of Milwaukee’s school-aged children, helping improve their overall health and ability to stay in school. Finally, a new Visiting Artist program allowed our families to experience different types of art and explore their creativity.

We will continue to focus on our mission’s reach and expanding awareness of RMHC throughout Eastern Wisconsin in 2018. Our success is attributed to the generosity of our community and our 550 volunteers who support us in the work we do. This issue celebrates our volunteers – volunteers who elevate the level of care, compassion, and support we provide to the families we serve.

Meet Dan Geigler, Board Chairman

When Dan Geigler assumed his role as Board Chair in December 2017, he became the youngest Board Chair in our 33 year history. Make no mistake; Dan is more than qualified for the role and not afraid to jump in when needed. Dan has served on our Board for the past five years on a variety of committees and he and his wife chaired our 2017 Gala, which raised over $330,000! He also chaired a task force in 2017, helping RMHC develop a new strategic plan which will guide the House through 2020. And in January, when RMHC had flooding, Dan rolled up his sleeves and helped with the Saturday night clean up. His fellow board members describe Dan as a dedicated philanthropist who is hard working and passionate about the House mission. When he’s not volunteering his time at RMHC, teaching at Marquette University, or spending time with his wife and two sons, he is principal of The Skrypchak Group, a six-member wealth management team at Morgan Stanley that oversees greater than $600 million in assets for clients. Dan balances his many priorities with grace and ease, always doing what he can to live the values of his alma mater Marquette University, to be the difference. We appreciate Dan’s commitment to his new leadership position at RMHC!
The Upton Family
PAYS IT FORWARD

The Ronald McDonald House puts smiles on Jillian and Lydia’s faces as they go through treatment together.

Amanda and Brent Upton are parents to two medically complex kiddos, Jillian (age 5) and Lydia (almost 2). After Jillian was born, she was vomiting profusely and could not gain weight. Since then, the doctors have not been able to determine exactly what’s wrong. When Lydia came along, so many things were the same, but Lydia also has her own puzzling complications. Even after all this time, both girls are considered undiagnosed, though an underlying muscle issue and genetic disorder are suspected. “Because we don’t have an overarching diagnosis, I describe it as playing whack-a-mole with symptoms,” shared Amanda. This means numerous outpatient appointments, which can often have a domino effect – four days of planned appointments can quickly turn into an unexpected two weeks. An emergency hospital stay for either child is not unusual.

Staying at the Ronald McDonald House was not originally part of the Uptons’ plans. But after both girls had surgery on the same day, they knew something had to change. A friend who stayed at RMHC regularly encouraged them to try the House, and as Amanda recalled, that first experience was more than they expected:

“When we left after that first stay, I honestly didn’t know when or if we would need to be back. Since
then we have been back nearly monthly. We have become close friends with other families. I could see the value in everything that occurs in the House. I could especially see the value in the family meals. When Jillian was really little and we were living in the hospital, I remember our bank account being drained at the end of the week just from eating there.”

In that moment, the Uptons became aware of the many ways RMHC takes care of each family it serves. With every kind gesture that comes their way, Amanda looks to pay it forward, starting with the Family Meal Program:

“The family meals make a huge impact. It was one of those places I saw how important it was and how easily we could give back and care for others. It was how our community around us could help, too. Every time we’ve served family dinners, we’ve had different people join us. When we call on our support system, they are quick to say yes. We hit the point where there are literally too many cooks in the kitchen!”

Not only have the Uptons encouraged those around them to volunteer - they’ve ensured their girls understand the importance, too. Both Jillian & Lydia have feeding tubes; they do not eat any food by mouth. In the beginning, Amanda and Brent hoped that Jillian could be off the feeding tube by age one. When they learned that wasn’t realistic, they had to rethink: the feeding tube could be a burden or it could be a tool that allows their girls to be their best, keeping them growing, playing, and learning. Even though Jillian doesn’t eat, she’s still excited to know her family is taking care of others:

“JILLIAN IS SOMEONE WHO REALLY LOVES TO GIVE BACK. WE’LL BE SHOPPING AND SHE’LL SEE SOMETHING AND SAY, ‘THIS WOULD MAKE SOMEBODY SMILE AT RONAL MCDONALD HOUSE!’

As a mom, encouraging that is huge. I want my kids to want to give and be generous to others.” We like the way Jillian thinks!
WHY I SERVE

Each of our volunteers has their own unique perspectives and experiences to share about why they keep the mission close to their hearts.

Andy Busalachi, B Media & Communications
Over the past few years, I have had the great pleasure of becoming more involved with the Ronald McDonald House serving on the Marketing Committee and telling the House story through film. There are few words that can describe the tenacity of the families, volunteers, and staff that make the House an incredible place on a daily basis. I support the mission because of the unmatched hospitality and hope they provide families that are going through a difficult situation. I think that once you talk with any one of the families staying here, you know immediately why it is so important to support the mission.

Lesa Petersen, Northwestern Mutual
I volunteer for the Family Meal Program at RMHC as I have always had a connection to Children’s Hospital. While I didn’t need to directly use the services, I did have a surgery when I was 3 years old and appreciate the opportunity to give back to the families who are experiencing similar situations. The families are so appreciative and it’s great to give them one less thing to worry about while they are staying there. I enjoy engaging new volunteers to show them just how great the Ronald McDonald House is. It is a truly rewarding experience!

Nettie Raue, RMHC Hospitality Volunteer
During the Holiday Season, I was cleaning tables off in the third floor kitchen when I heard the piano playing in the Great Room. The song that was being played was so soft, oh so very beautiful. I have to admit I had tears in my eyes, because at the moment it truly was a Silent Night, all was calm...in a House that was built from love.

It is my belief that people are put in places to help others. We just may be the person that is needed to uplift another, or we may be the person who just for a split second listened. We may be the person who, against all odds, shows that we are there to give hope and that we will always be there for them...because our House is a house that was built from love.
Local philanthropy is a cornerstone of BelAir Cantina. Recently we were honored to be chosen as BelAir Cantina’s Powered By Tacos partner. Community partners are important to us in raising awareness and funds to support our mission. BelAir is dedicated to improving the communities they serve, not just by providing a venue to gather and celebrate, but also through sponsoring local nonprofits that share the company’s values. Ann Petrie, RMHC President & CEO, and Gary Zimmerman, former RMHC Board Chair, had the privilege of working with Chef Noe to create the "Mi Casa es Su Casa" taco that features lobster and shrimp mac n’ cheese with corn salsa and crispy tortilla strips. A portion of the funds from the sale of each taco will be donated to the House to help fund the refresh of our 3rd floor long-term family kitchen. It is a recipe for success! We are grateful for the passion our partners at BelAir Cantina have for our mission and their commitment to helping us build a strong foundation for our families.

Josh didn’t stay at the House as much as the rest of our family did; however, he felt its support. He wanted to give back through his Eagle Scout project. Josh ultimately raised over $8,000, which he used to purchase a magnetic play table for the Play Room, serve over 100 individual meals through the Family Meal Program, and donated the remaining money to the House! We can’t thank the staff and volunteers at RMHC enough for what they have done and continue to do for our family. We feel blessed to have had the opportunity to get to know the people at the House and to be able to give back to the place that gave so much to us.

-Steve Parker

A note from Josh’s dad

Josh was diagnosed with leukemia at the end of his sophomore year in high school- a complete shock to the family to say the least. He was admitted to Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin and started his first round of chemotherapy immediately. My wife and I spent the first few days eating and sleeping at CHW before the suggestion of RMHC was made. Walking in to RMHC for the first time was like a breath of fresh air. The staff and volunteers were all so nice; the House was well organized, clean, and felt homey- it was just what our shattered nerves needed.
"I'M NOT SURE WHERE YOU FIND YOUR VOLUNTEER "GEMS"-- YOU ARE ALL SO WONDERFUL!"*

1. Kendall and her mom, Becky, both spent time volunteering at the House last summer
2. Matt has fun taking guests to the Magic Room
3. This dynamic group dedicates their volunteer efforts every other Saturday
4. Diane enjoys helping guests feel at home
5. Shelley and Barb are two of our Hospitality Cart volunteers
6. Susie has been a dedicated volunteer since 2007
7. Master Gardener Ann and Jillian love to grow plants
8. Meal Group Ace Servers make snacks for our families

"WHAT YOU DO HERE IS MORE PROFOUND THAN YOU KNOW."*

"No one is more cherished in this world than someone who lightens the burden of another"

We are so grateful for every one of our volunteers and the work they do each day!
“THE VOLUNTEERS WERE SO HELPFUL. I KNEW THAT ANY QUESTIONS I ASKED THEY’D BE ABLE TO FIND THE ANSWERS FOR ME.”* 

“YOU ARE ALL ANGELS, SO THOUGHTFUL ON LITTLE DETAILS. WE FEEL LIKE HAVING MANY GOOD FRIENDS HERE TAKING CARE OF OUR BASIC NEEDS TO FREE OUR FOCUS ON TAKING CARE OF OUR CHILD. SO TOUCHED!”* 

*These quotes were shared by our guest families.
Our 2017 Volunteers

Our volunteers go above and beyond to help keep families close while their children are receiving medical treatment and we couldn’t do our work without them. Whether they are preparing and serving a meal to our families, performing light housekeeping tasks, welcoming guests or spreading the word about our mission in the community, they help make our House a home. We are fortunate to have our many volunteers and are grateful for each and every hour they spend with us, but unfortunately we do not have the capacity to list them all below. Please forgive any error or omission.

Board of Directors
Dennis Buchan
Marshall Chay
Christopher Daniels
Sandra Evans
Daniel Geigler
Andrea Jonas
Todd Jones
Steve Kilian
David Lelinski
Maureen Manning
Mark Natzke
Christopher Nickels
Jennifer Olk
Daniel Schwabe
Mark Ship
Patrick Sink
Jeffrey Steren
Noel Williams
Anna Zeck-DeWeerdt
Gary Zimmerman

Hospitality Volunteers
Lily Acompando
Caitlyn Adams
Abby Amidzich
Laurie Amoroso
Sarah Andersen
Lana Anderson
Joseph Appazeller
Rachel Armstrong
Amy Arzbaecher
Perpetual Assem
Rameen Awan
Simrah Awan
Linda Babcock
Marlene Backus
Barbara Baker
Nolan Baldeiwicz
Brian Banach
Sue Barney
Sue Barnhill
Cathy Bartos
Pam Baumann

Susan Baumann
Carolyn Becker
Suzanne Beckett
Bethany Beer
Brad Bekos
Bonnie Benes
Brooke Berglund
Lois Bernard
Carol Bernier
Deepali Bhalla
Sam Bielen
Janelle Boehm
Alyssa Bohlman
Paula Bond
Shelley Botchek
Michelle Bratel
Mary Brauch
Nicole Bray
Claire Brennan
Heidi Brittnacher
Harriet Byers
Jen Buth
Julie Cannizzo
Ed Carson
Linda Carson
Ellen Charlier Anglim
Austin Cherian
Emily Chu
Maureen Coffey
Kamber Colta
Tallis Cofta
Annie Conaghan
Mary Conardy
Grace Conway
Kelly Crawford
Brad Creighton
Kay Crichton
Erica Cronick
Jenna David
Shannon Dakovich
Janet Dean
Claudia DeFleieze
Carrie Dessecker
Carolyn Distache
Piper Devine
Gerri Diedrich
Nicole Diedrick
Michele Dobson
Lauren Doers
Michelle Doers
Doireann Doherty
Michael Doherty
Ashley Donovan
Lynn Doucette
Jane Drees
Charlotte Dresdow
Patricia Driscoll
Betsy DuCantow
Alex Duff
Eileen Dunning
Paul Engelberger
James Epperson
Mary Fernandez
Clowry
Shannon Fairbanks
Sara Farmer
Bruce Fisco
Pat Fleming
Yvonne Flessner
Barb Fosec
Jacob Ford
Elia Frangopoulos
Susan Frank
Donna Gagne
Bojana Gajic
Kailyn Garro
Sandra Geilfuss
Sue Gerard
Marge Geyer
Emily Ghylin
Carolyn Gillespie
Brandon Glaseser
Megan Glodowski
Robyn Goettelman
Mahi Gokuli
Bella Gonzalez-Polar
Katie Good
Ellen Gordon
Kathy Graf
Haley Graner
Ashley Grauman
Lilly Guadagno
Mary Haack
Jean Haberer
Lilly Halstead
Aimee Halquist
Tameka Hamilton
TJ Hampton
Mike Harmin
Susie Harmin
Mary Jo Hanley
Liz Hannas
Debbie Harder
Mary Harker
Barb Harvey
Sheridan Hayes
Heather Healey
Carol Hegmann
Rosanne Helbig
Liz Hogan
Allie Holton
Jyeeong
Theresa Hopkins
Katy Horning
Patty Howland
Sara Hutson
Erica Ingram
Liz Ingrisano
Emma Ingrisano
Darleen Irwin
Janet Janowsk
Kyra Janowski
Mary Janson
Sue Jennings
Barb Jensen
Mia Jensen
Robin Jeske
Chris Johannes
Scott Jorgensen
Sally Jost
Nina Kahle
Jacqui Kalvoda
Debra Kamyszek
Cheri Kersey
Nancy Kiernan
Rebecca Kleven
Paige Klonis
Barb Kohn
Lauren Konkol
Patriot
Mark Kosobucki
Debbie Koster
Lindsey Kowlake
Kim Krause
Jake Kream
Olivia Kresse
Cyle Lagerwall
Jennifer Lambert
Heidi Lamkin
Abby Larkin
Nancy Lawton
Kaitlyn Lehman
Jennifer Lipinski
Christine Lopez
Jainelyz Lopez
Darleen Lovelace
Max Machotka
Nancy Madsen
Lynn Magin
Abhinav Mahesh
Denny Mahrt
Sheri Mahrt
Mary Maier
Mary Mainella
Tom Makoske
Judy Mandry
Kathy Manz
Judy Maret
Lauren Mayer
Michelle Martin
Becca Mastey
Robin Mateicka
Philip Mathew
Marie McFarland
Mitzi McGovern
Cindy Merritt
Maisey Michelz
Lisa Minucci
Robby Mliner
Abby Montana
Grace Moore
Laura Moss
Ben Moyer
Lyn Muir
Kyra Murdock
Kristina Murphy
Helen Myszewski
Ashi Nagra
Mary Navin
Kira Nehmer
Carol Nelson
Cody Nelson

♥ This volunteer has at least 1,000 documented service hours and is a 1,000 Hour Club member
Sally Jo Nelson
Sydney Nicholls
Arianna Nichols
Annie Noel
Sally Novakovic
Tammy Oaks
Maureen O’Brien
Izabella Oquendo
Kim Owens
Mary Pachowitz
Kinjal Patel
Kathie Pavin
Alana Perkins
Brittany Peters
Carsen Placke
Avery Piepenburg
Adele Pitt
Lauren Plantinga
Kelsey Pohlmann
Ron Powell
Sharon Powell
Gabby Procopis
Celleste Ptak
Rohan
Ramachandran
Judith Randall
Savannah Randall
Santana Randolph
Becca Ranous
Nettie Raue
Pranay Reddy
Pat Retzlaff
Payton Rice
Carole Riegert
Katie Ripple
Lyn Rivera
Hassan Rizvi
Ashley Roemer
Cindy Rogers
Tori Rose
Anna Ross
Charlie Rusch
Abbi Rydell
Emma Rydell
Sophia Saio
Karen Sanfelippo
Paul Sawicki
Emma Sayeg
Diane Scherer
Beth Schermer
Eamon Schiro
Sydney Schmidt
Sharon Schmittle
Mary Schopp
Lauren Schraufnagel
Suzanne Schulz
Hope Seegert
Jan Shiley
Alli Sielaff
Carrie Snodgrass
Heidi Soba
Olivia Soba
Sandy Sobotka
Jim Solberg
Katy Solberg
Christine Sowinski
Gaby Sparapani
Chloe Speech
Christi Sperka
Margie Spencer
Allison Spoden
Pat Staffeldt
Barbara Stave
Nicki Stocker
Sarah Stoiber
Jamilla Stokes
Kathy Stopczynski
Jacob Storrs
Nicholas Storrs
Amy Strother
Aniyah Stubblefield
Linda Suminski
Mradul Surana
Randi Suttles
Kellie Szopinski
Katie Thompson
Laurie Thompson
Karla Thorpe
Marsha Tietz
Gary Tosic
Mary Trager
Anshul Tripathi
Lori Uelner
Beth Valentine
Larry Van Inthoudt
Gaby Visser
Jessica Vogel
Angelica Wacker
Moira Walz
Gayana
Wanniarachchi
Suze Warner
Gail Weber
Pattie Weber
Nancy Wellinghoff
Barbara Wesby
Kate Wesson
Kathy Westerbeek
Lauri Westphal
Mary Ann Wick
Macey Wilber
Bev Wilde
Allison Wiswel
Melissa Wittig
Amy Woyak
Julie Writz
Ellen Wruck
Cliff Yang
Louisa Zebrowski
Ellen Ziegler
Brittany Zubarik
Barb Zyadowicz
Interns
Brittany Brandon
Jack Bujko
Jane Ertle
Alec Hildebrand
Genevieve Kenah
Olivia Menzia
Lindsay Solheid
Kelsey Plank
Nick Przybylski
Laura Schenk
Kelsey Sit
Kendall Stribling
Kitchen Keepers
John Anderson
Paula Anderson
Kevin Barrett
Kristin Bayer
Tony Bucta
Mary Foley
Kirby Ham
Jane Hausman
Tammy Krueger
Judy Mackenzie
Nancy Makouskie
Kyle Mertz
Marissa Morrison
Sally Mrkvicka
Linda Russell
Megan Russell
Lyle Steller
Nancy Tonkin
Jean Wagner
Ken Warren
Wauwatosa School District Next Steps Program
Tom Ziegler
Master Gardeners
Sue Bohon
Kathie Bourne
Chris Cera
Kay Costello
Rita Dragani
Margot Dunn
Sue Gerard
Kris Landvatter
Kathy Lichter
Kathleen Lochrie
Susan McGrath
Gail Morgan
Liz Nickerson
Lourdes Ocampo
Judith Osborne
Nancy Pfau
Ann Phillips
Jackie Phillips
Ken Phillips
Barb Sands
Marsha Tietz
Nina Zealy
Office Assistants
Alysha Arnold
Mike Bansemar
Shelley Botchek
Chris Brittain
Judy Bruun
Jennifer Chu
Carol Drury
Jennifer Ecke
Sandra Ellis
Colleen Fleming
Sandy French
Lynne Gerus
Charlene Guetzkow
Pat Gutschenritter
Haley Haas
Ila Hansen
Mary Harker
Alicia Haugen
Janel Heidelmeier
Noel Honkamp
Heidi Johnson
Denice Jackum
Ann Lange
Lori Larch
Marilyn Lepak
Nancy Madson
Cindy Madson
Diane Miletti
Nicole Neu
Kelly Newman
Kristine Ochocki
Tracy Pease
Kristin Reynolds
Debbie Schaefer
Kelly Schultz
Suzanne Schultz
Erin Strankowski
Becky Stribling
Lisa Sturm
Claire Tighe
Barb Troy
Joanne Wanner
Heidi Werner
Natasha Willhite
Celeste Zaffrann
Pet Therapy
Corrine Bauer & Alfie
Katelyn Blair & Millie
Sue Bruk & Sasha
Gwen Clark
Beth Collins & Autumn
Linda Deets & Lambeau
Adrienne Deming & Kali
Christine Dierbeck & Sydney
Jenn Eckert, Walter & Betsy the Bunnies
Beth Hurrie & McNugget
Joe Lemel & Elwood
Carol Michalski & Squirt
Tarah Randazzo & Archie
Bill Toson & Bentley
Events, Projects & Committees
Jack Altstadt, M.D.
LeRoy Apfel
Justin Aprahamian
Art Arnsen
Astellas Pharma US
Tony Bawiec
John Besaw
Shane Blackman
Bonnie Boettcher
Michelle Brantle
Milwaukee Bucks
VolunDeers
Andy Busalacchi
Jack Bujko
Cindy Campos
Helen Callahan
Thi Cao
Marshall Chay
Cielo
Daven Clabheet
Joe Cortese
Country Inn & Suites Brookfield
Tiffany Craig
Jennifer Daniels
Susan Disbrow
This volunteer has at least 1,000 documented service hours and is a 1,000 Hour Club member

Scott Eastman
Lesa Edwards
Sandra Ellis
Sandra Evans
John Fink
First Federal Bank
Brookfield
Frank Foti
Sandy Foti
Brian Gallagher
Hector Garcia
Gary Stelter
Dan Geigler
Kim Geigler
Dennis Giza
Sue Giza
Susie Hamrin
Joe Harker
Mary Harker
Sharon
Hergenroether
Jandell Herum
Beth Hurrle
Dan Jacobs
Darlene Jenkins
John Gorman
Todd Jones
Mark Jungck
Bob Kaelin
Jeff Katz
Riley Kelly
KForce
Debbie Kilian
Steve Kilian
Lisa Kirkpatrick
Jaye Klement
Kohl's Cares Master Grillers
Connie Kordsmeier
Mike Krzewinski
Cheryl Krzewinski
Chris Lamarre
Linda Lanigan
Mildred Lanigan
Wayne Larsen
Shanan Lesselyoung
Mary Kay Librizzi
Lyn Magnarini
Ken Manning
Maureen Manning
Mary Kay Mark
Michelle Martin
Matt Martin
Julie McBride
Judy McGauran
Al McIlwraith
Steve Meves
Joni Miller
Jennifer Miller
Mike Miller
Bob Monday
Brian Moran
Joe Muench
Duane Nelson
Scott Nichols
Chris Nickels
North Milwaukee Marines
Jennifer Olk
Tina Ortiz
Jim Patterson
Michael Peer
Suzy Peltz
Donna Peot
Ann Phillips
Jason Puestow
Cathy Radler
Steve Randall & Hamilton High School
Nettie Raue
Jack Raue
John Reiss
Niki Rogers
Sharon Ruplinger
Dave Sandstrom
Gary Schlapsinki
Glenn Schroeder
Nick Schrubbe
Michelle Sirinek
Dave Smith
Barb Stave
Julie Steinhafel
Jeff Steren
Jamillia Stokes
Erin Strankowski
Stray Voltage Band
Molly Sullivan
Deb Swenson
TRC Global Mobility
Toshiba America Energy Systems
UPS
Dan Van Rite
Mark Welle
Paula Weckman
Essie Whelaw
Lauren Wilhelm
David Zale
Anna Zeck-DeWeerdt
Paul Zerkel
Gary Zimmerman
Rich Germain
Paul Glatzel
Tim Goeser
John Gorman
Jeff Granger
John Grellinger
Jim Groeschl
Fred Haase
Ron Hack
Kenneth Hady
Chris Hansen
Steve Harbaugh
Bill Heinzelman
Chuck Hilse
Louis Hughes
Angela Hunt
Charlie Johnson
Dan Kohl
Mike Kofsky
Ben Konitzer
Mike Krzewinski
Chris Magulski
Larry Manz
Susan Meinerz
Joe Muench
Erin Nass
Andrew Niessen
Therese Nitka
Peter Petroll
Dick Polacheck
Jeff Radcliffe
Paul Repischak
Paul Ruggles
Craig Rydell
Larry Sanders
Tim Scherer
Mike Spang
Gary Stelter
Eric Vega
Brian Warnecke
Michael Weber
Chris West
Bob Wilson
Jerry Zimmermann
Lance Zuelzke
Fran Hennig
Gail Johnson
Julie Keith
Cheryl Krzewinski
Holly Kuettel
Carol Laedtke
Linda Lauritzen
Sandy Lookatch
Pat Malone
Holly Rausch
Janie Smith
Diana Szefinski
Connie Walters
Chris Wilson
Debbie Wolff
Mary Wunderlich
Celeste Zaffrann

Holiday Boutique Committee
Deb Deuter
Carolyn Gillespie
Mary Harker
Mitzi McGovern
Kim Nordstrom
Kristi Sandstrom
Diane Scherer
Diane Smith
Joan Wanner
Barbara Wesbey
Kathy Wyatt

Hospitality Cart
Shelley Botchek
Judy Bruun
Jen Buth
Jennifer Ecke
Mike Hamrin
Susie Hamrin
Liz Ingrisano
Barb Jensen
Barb Kohl
Denny Mahrt
Sheri Mahrt
Donna Peot
Nettie Raue
Carole Riegert
Kathy Stopczynski
Randi Suttles
Barb Troy
Nancy Wellinghoff
Lauri Westphal

Quilters
Mary Arndt
Norma Benz
Judy Dannenbrink
Sandy Geyer
Ginny Jovanovich
Annie Krah
Kathryn Kuenn
Virginia Mayer
Lola Melloch
Pat Patoka
Marianne Peksa
Peg Pompe
Nancy Reading
Rita Rehlinger
Ann Ruelle
Jo Schaefer
Doris Senglaub
Ann Sherwood
Ranae Stavish
Lynn Stucker
Deanna Uradnicek
Katie Welnak
Ethel White
Gail Wozniak

Van Drivers
Bob Baumann
Tony Bawiec
Susan Belanger
Rick Benoit
Jim Brown
Scott Bruss
Allan Cairns
Johan DeGraaf
Jim Dessecker
Patty Donnelly
Ryan Ellis
John Fink
Frank Foti
Sandy Foti
Matt Franke
Harold Galitzer

Speakers Bureau
Mike Backus
Steven Byrd
Harold Galitzer
John Gorman
Barb Kohn
John Lonsdale
Chris Magulski
Cheryl Mantz
Jeff Syslack

Christmas Fantasy House Committee
Pat Basting
Paula Bruins
Nikki Bruneau
Karen Dethloff
Jill Grob
Mary Ellen Hays

This volunteer has at least 1,000 documented service hours and is a 1,000 Hour Club member
2017 Family Meal Program Groups

Children's Hospital of Wisconsin
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin HR & Ed Services
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin NICU Nurses
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin Performance Improvement Department
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin Program Management Office
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin Special Events
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin West 12
Children's Hospital of Wisconsin Social Work Department
Chr. Hansen, Inc.
Christ Lutheran Church
Christian Faith Fellowship
City of Brookfield Fire Department Local 2051
Clausen/Schmidt Families
Clear Channel Outdoor
Coldwell Banker Communications, Cabling & Networking, Inc.
Concordia University NR
Concordia University Wisconsin Education Club
Congregation Sinai
Cookers with Hart
Coppersmith Family
Couples Club
Crossway Church
Dell EMC
Delta Kappa Alpha
Delta Pi Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi, Ripon College
Dentaquest
Double Tree Eisenhower Dance Team
Eleanor's Journey
Elkmann Family and Friends
Elm Grove Junior Guild
Elmbrook Church
Empire Level Manufacturing
Epikos
Executive Search Partners
Family Matters
Farrar and Friends
Ficke/Placo Family
Firefly Real Estate
First Federal Bank
First Presbyterian Oostburg Youth Ministry
FIS Global
Focus Care Group from Grace Hmong Alliance Church
Franklin High School NHS
Franklin Saber Cheerleading Friends
Friends
Friends 4 Ever
Friends Helping Friends
Friends of Sam Pierce
Froedert and MCW Organizational Development
Froedert and MCW Sports and Spine
Future Farmers of America
GE Healthcare
GE Healthcare Finance
Women's Network
GE Healthcare Financial Management Program
Gina Jensen
Girl Scout Troop 4603
Godfrey & Kahn, S.C.
Grandma's House Day Care
Great Clips
GSF Mortgage
Hales Corners Lutheran Church
Hales Corners Lutheran Church- High School Ministry
Hampton Inn
Hands of Hope Christian Fellowship Church
Happy Campers
Healing Hearts
Heartman Clothing
Henry Schein Inc.
Heritage Christian Schools
Hillside Community Church Youth Group
Howard Family
HTS Staff
Hydro-Thermal Corporation
In Memory of Joshua J. Moehrke
J.W. Speaker Corporation
Jean Klimek
Johnson Bank
Johnson Controls Women's Network
Junior League of Milwaukee
Kaelleigh's Krew
Kalmbach Publishing Company
Kaplan University
Kappa Beta Gamma Alumni Association
Karen Saito and Friends
Kathy Hamel
Kelly Newman and Sharon Krohn
Kewaskum High School Service Crew
KidCycle Wauwatosa/Brookfield
KinderCare
Kiwanis Club of Milwaukee
Kiwanis Club of Wauwatosa
Kohl's
Kohl's Email Marketing Team
Kohl's Merchants Children's Division
Kohls Textiles/Decor
Krieger Family
Lamplight Farms
Lauren Ponter and Brandon Shupe
LDS Milwaukee First Ward
Lena Volleyball Team
Lily's Mended Heart
Linda Lanigan Family and Friends
Lourdes Academy Varsity Basketball Team
Love Your Melon: Marquette University
Love your Melon: UW Milwaukee
Make-A-Wish
Marriot Residence Inn
Marta's Helping Hands
Masters Gallery Foods, Inc.
Mayfair Mall, LLC
Medical College of Wisconsin
Medical College of Wisconsin American Medical Women's Association
Medical College of Wisconsin Student Assembly
Medical College of Wisconsin Family Medicine Student Association
Medical College of Wisconsin Pediatric Student Association
Menomonee Falls Swim Club
Mesko Family
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Wanted:
Committed, caring, compassionate individuals to volunteer their time making our House feel like home for the families we serve.

Apply today!

www.rmhc-easternwi.org/how-to-help/volunteer
Ways to Get Involved

Drop spare change in your local McDonald's donation boxes

Apply to volunteer at the House or help out at events

Participate in the Family Meal Program

Bring a speaker to your organization

Include RMHC in your estate plans

Donate an item on our Wishlist

RMHC Eastern Wisconsin

2018 SAVE THE DATE

May 9th - Spring Luncheon - Milwaukee Country Club - Milwaukee, WI
May 19th - Tab Toss Day - United Milwaukee Scrap - Milwaukee, WI
July 23rd - RMHC Golf Classic - Ironwood Golf Course - Sussex, WI
October 13th - Black Tie Gala - The Pfister Hotel - Milwaukee, WI
November 3rd - Holiday Boutique & Luncheon - Country Springs Hotel - Waukesha, WI

To schedule a tour or learn more about how you can help, contact Bridget Kesner, our Development Director, at (414) 935-6511.
3 Ways to Donate

♥ Go online - www.RMHC-EasternWI.org
♥ Call Bridget - she'd love to talk to you! (414) 935-6511
♥ Clip it - send the form below to:
  RMHC Eastern Wisconsin
  Attn: Jerry Ryack
  8948 Watertown Plank Road,
  Milwaukee, WI 53226

Enclosed is my gift ☐ $500 ☐ $250 ☐ $100 ☐ Other: _____
Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
Telephone: _________________________
Email: _____________________________

By giving your email address you will receive occasional e-newsletters. We do not sell or share information.

Credit Card: ☐ Visa ☐ AmEx ☐ MC ☐ Discover  Security Code: _____
CC Number: _________________________
Name on Card: ______________________ Exp. Date: ________
Signature: __________________________

Please make checks payable to Ronald McDonald House Charities Eastern Wisconsin.
Contributions are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.

It costs $90 per night for a family to stay at RMHC, yet we suggest our families make a donation of just $20 a night. No family is ever turned away for their inability to pay. Your ongoing support is a major reason why.

Thank you for your generosity!

Our Mission:
To keep families together and promote the health and well-being of children.